17 He soon made a reputation among the radical elements of the west-coast workers movement, becoming an ardent advocate of industrial organization, an enthusiastic proponent of the general strike, and a serious student and propagandist of Marxist economics and revolutionary thought.
In the SPC's 'class-struggle college' on Pender Street in Vancouver, Kavanagh was introduced to the main currents of Marxist theory as they developed out of the First and Second Internationals." Like other SPC 'worker-students,' he was early immersed in Marx's economic writings (reprints of Capital, Volume ! and Value, Price and Profit being the textbooks of choice) and other texts of the 19th-century "See The Western Wage-Earner, January 1910; Department of Labour, Strikes and Lockout Files, 1907-1966, RG27, Volume 298, No. 3378; BC Federationist, 6 February 1914. 16 Rodney, Soldiers of the International, W.A. Pritchard, one of the SPCs leading "worker-intellectuals," to use Norman Penncr's terminology, described the educational routine he encountered when he joined SPC Local No. 1 in Vancouver in 1911 : "The Local possessed a good library with all the socialist classics and a great number of scientific works on various subjects ... In the winter months an economics class was held, Sunday afternoon moderated by George Morgan. Tuesday was local business meeting, Thursday a class on History by J.D. Harrington, and for a time there was a Friday night class for those interested in becoming party speakers." Penner, The Canadian Left, 42-43.
European revolutionary tradition, as well as writings from the diverse currents of turn-of-the-century North American socialism and social science." Late 19th-and early 20th-century developments in Marxist theory abroad were not ignored, however, in the years before World War I. Kavanagh and other proletarian philosophers attached to the SPC were made conversant with the writings of the Second International's principal theorists (Kautsky's The Class Struggle, Plekhanov's Anarchism and Socialism, and Labriola's Essays on the Materialistic Conception of History being prominent on the party's reading list). 20 Paradoxically, the SPC had in fact taken a stand against affiliating with the Second International in 1909. The extension of eligibility for International Socialist Bureau membership to "reformist" organizations such as the British Labour Party was the main bone of contention because, in SPC parlance, "such parties are not only ignorant of the principles of Socialism, but practice openly the most shameless policy of fusion and compromise with capitalist parties." 21 At the same time, however, SPC "worker intellectuals" still explored the main theoretical trends emanating from this international current, while celebrating their class-struggle correctness in not joining it.
Kavanagh, for instance, clearly identified himself before 1919 with the legacy of the First International and, although familiar with its ideas, saw the Second as tainted by the reformism of parliamentary socialism. This did not imply, however, a total repudiation of electoral activity. Kavanagh always upheld the necessity of parliamentary action as a means of education, while regarding social reform as incapable of overturning capitalism. 22 In the first political pamphlet he wrote, a 16-page review of the epic coal-miners strike on Vancouver Island from its outbreak in 1912 through 1913, he put forward his view of the unfolding class struggle. "The emancipation of the wage-slaves will not fall, like manna, from l9 The literature sold by the SPC encompassed a wide range of material from around the world. The main European sources of 19th-century Marxist theory which remained constant features on the party's reading list up to 1920 and which strongly influenced Kavanagh included: K. Marx, The Civil War in France (his addresses to the General Council of the First International on the Franco-Prussian War of 1870 and the Paris Commune of 1871); the writings of Friedrich Engels such as Socialism, Utopian and Scientific; and the Philosophical Essays of the German-born, artisan-philosopher Joseph Dietzgen (whose "proletarian dialectics" were to be found on the bookshelves of many tum-of-the-century socialists; Marx described Dietzgen to a meeting of the First International as "our philosopher"). See Socialist Party of Canada, 'Literature Sold by Dominion Executive Committee', circular dated 1 November 1918, in Manitoba -Department of the AttorneyGeneral -Court of Kings Bench, 1918 -1920 , "The King vs. William Ivens,* RG4 AI, Public Archives of Manitoba (PAM); Robert Kilroy-Silk, Socialism Since Marx (London 1972), 3-32; Adam Buick, "Joseph Dietzgen," Radical Philosophy, 10 (Spring 1975), 3-7. '"'Literature Sold by Dominion Executive Committee,' circular dated 1 November 1918, PAM. 21 Western Clarion, August 1916. 22 Forthe materialist reasoning behind Kavanagh's rejection of parliamentary socialism, see BC Federationisi, 14 September 1912. heaven," Kavanagh commented, "Nor yet will they be led into freedom, as into the promised land, by inspired leaders of mankind. The workers will only be freed by those whose interest it is to do so -the workers themselves." 23 This obviously echoed Marx' s 1864 position in the General Rules of the First International. 24 Years later, indeed until his death, Kavanagh clung doggedly to this founding principle of socialist internationalism although, to be sure, rhetoric and reality were not so easily assimilated either in the practical world of working-class politics, or in social arenas controlled by capitalism.
But although Kavanagh had little faith in the revolutionary credentials of the Second International, he was no "impossibilist" of the first-generation SPC kind. His "philosophy of practice," to use Gramsci's phrase, was a good deal removed from the Marxism espoused by E.T. Kingsley, for example, one of the party's original founders in 1905 and its early ideological mentor in Vancouver. Kingsley derided trade-union engagement in strikes, brushing them off as "commodity struggles." He called instead for workers to strike at the ballot box, with election results being the barometer of proletarian consciousness. The SPC impossibilists maintained a 'Utopian' adherence to socialist propaganda as the principal weapon in the Marxist arsenal; working-class education was seen as the main means to revolution. Kingsley's analysis was the dominant local influence on the party's early ideology, but he left the SPC during World War I and joined the Labour Party in BC when it was formed in 1918. In the immediate pre-1914 period, then, Kavanagh and other like-minded SPCers had a strong impact on the political character of the formerly-impossibilist party. Working-class education remained the SPC's paramount task, but its pursuit was extended in some quarters to encompass a commitment to revolutionary industrial unionism. In British Columbia, the Party expanded its ties to the radically-minded unions of skilled and unskilled workers in both urban and hinterland settings before 1914. At the leadership level this trend was represented by Kavanagh in particular after his election as president of the Vancouver Trades and Labour Council (VTLC) in 1912 and vice-president of the British Columbia Federation of Labour (BCFL) in 1913. 27 In attempting to widen their base of support, second-generation Socialist Party cadres on the west coast also gained prominence in community-based labour coalitions like the BC Miners' Liberation League of 1913-14, in which Kavanagh played a leading role.
The League was formed to campaign for the release of Vancouver Island coalminers and union officials jailed by the provincial government during the 1912-14 strike. It was conceived as a 'common front' to aid British Columbia's 'class-war prisoners', and a forum in which to protest the state's deployment of the militia on the island. While it achieved some notoriety outside Vancouver and Victoria, it was essentially a shortlived west-coast exercise, although it marked Kavanagh's arrival as the predominant spokesman of the militant left inside the BC labour movement.
The Miners' Liberation League encompassed elements from a broad crosssection of pre-war Vancouver's labour-left community: delegates were drawn from the Socialist Party, the Social Democratic Party (SDP), the iww, the BC Women's Suffrage League, the VTLC, the BCFL, and the United Mine Workers of America (UMWA) . Among the League's main activities were a series of public meetings, a succession of solidarity marches and pickets, the odd boisterous demonstration at governing Conservative Party functions, and the pamphlet history written by Kavanagh (who toured the strike zone in 1913 for the BCFL while reporting on the dispute for its paper).
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The basis for the unity of this fiery and fractious coalition, as Kavanagh saw it, was the political recognition that "the State is a class institution functioning in in British Columbia (Vancouver 1990) , 32-56. For accounts of the big strike on Vancouver Island, see Lynne Bowen, Boss Whistle: The Coal Miners of Vancouver Island Remember (Lantzville 1982), 131-98; John Norris, "The Vancouver Island Coal Miners, 1912 -1914 : A Study of an Organizational Strike," BC Studies, 45 (Spring 1980 See BC Federationist, 20 July 1912 ,14 November 1913 For the history of the BC Miners' Liberation League, see Vancouver Sun, 11 November 1913,9Decemberl913; Dfl; 7yProvmcc,15November 1913 ,20December 1913 , lOJanuary 1914 , 7 February 1914 BC Federationist, 14 November 1913 , 6 February 1914 Western Clarion, 22 November 1913 the interest of the ruling class." This view was not shared by all of the delegates, but Kavanagh was categorical in his belief that "the blame for all that has occurred on Vancouver Island rests upon the representatives of the master class, who are in power at Victoria and Ottawa, and in the last analysis, upon those members of the working class who gave them that power."
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In the end, the Miners' Liberation League disintegrated over a proposal for a 48-hour general strike in BC in support of the beleaguered coalminers. The militant minority of the Vancouver labour movement, led by Kavanagh and other SPCers like Tom Cassidy, backed the general-strike call as a necessary response to the state's attack on the Vancouver Island working class. The impossibilist wing of the SPC and moderate elements from the craft unions retreated from the proposal, however, and the coalition fell apart. Still, out of the type of political activism in the community represented by the BC Miners' Liberation League, as well as on the hustings at election time and in the trade union movement generally, Vancouver's second-generation SPC 'reds' built a pre-war foundation for their personal prominence in the post-war labour revolt.
For the time being, Kavanagh's advocacy of the general strike proposal in 1913 led to charges surfacing inside the house of labour that he was an agent of the Industrial Workers of the World. At the next convention of the BCFL, some conservative delegates claimed that Kavanagh was "under the control of the iww." He responded thus: "I have never at any time been connected with the iww. I belong to an organization [the SPC] which bucks the iww all the time."
30 Later, following the membership setbacks and internal ruptures brought on by the outbreak of World War I, the SPC revived to some extent on the heels of the anti-conscription campaign of 1917. Drawing on his experiences in the lower echelons of the British military and now "possessing the objection of a class conscious worker to participation in war on behalf of his imperialist masters," 3 ' Kavanagh emerged as an outspoken opponent of conscription and joined the select ranks of SPC platform speakers in Vancouver. Meanwhile, in war-torn Europe the foundations were being laid for a Third (Communist) International and new political models were beginning to make an impact on a handful of revolutionary socialists in Canada.
Toward the end of the War, some of the writings by Lenin, Trotsky, Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, with their strong socialist-intemationalisl premises, were finding their way out to the peripheries of the world economy. These polemics supplied fresh inspiration and new insight to proletarian philosophers and working-class activists like Kavanagh. The Bolshevik victory in Russia, "a bolt from out of the blue," had already electrified class-struggle socialists the world over and Canada was no exception. Kavanagh's was only one voice among many raised in support of the Bolsheviks in Russia and world revolution generally. In March 1919 at the Western Labour Conference in Calgary, for instance, when a Third International was actually taking shape, he was joined by a majority of the 234 delegates in sending "fraternal greetings to the Russian Soviet government, the Spartacans in Germany and all definite working-class movements in Europe and the world recognising that they have won first place in the history of the class struggle."
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On the local labour scene, Kavanagh was employed on Vancouver's waterfront from the middle of 1917. He took on secretarial duties for Local 38-52 of the International Longshoremen's Association (ILA), where he became a leading proponent of the One Big Union idea. During the 1917-20 period, in a context dominated by actual social revolution in some countries and the increased possibilities for working-class radicalism in others, "revolutionaries emerged from the labour-union movements of the advanced capitalist countries to demand the inclusion of economic organization and action as an integral part of the socialist revolution."
34 Kavanagh was one of them. In Vancouver, however, the longshoremen's organization in which he was such a key figure ultimately turned its back on the OBU scheme after initially voting for it by a large majority. union "being I.w.w.ised" and at one stormy meeting that summer "he and others were ejected from the [longshoremen's] hall." 3 * Two years later he was bucking a more moderate trend in the union. Kavanagh denounced the withdrawal of the Longshoremen's Union from the OBU in August 1919 as the worst example of "dirtiest double crossing that had ever been seen in the labour movement" 37 This political factionalism continued to shape the fortunes of ILA 38-52 into the next decade, and surfaced decisively during the major waterfront strike of 1923 with some disastrous consequences.
As Kavanagh viewed matters in 1919, the OBU initiative was demanded by the surging militancy of union members across the country, and especially in the west. But it was not an end in itself.
The o.B.u. [he observed] is not expected to free the workers from wage slavery any more than the trade union is. Anyone who professes to understand any thing of sociology knows that it is not the name of an organization nor its preamble, but the degree of working class knowledge possessed by its membership that determines whether or not it is a revolutionary body.... It is true that the act of voting in favour of an industrial as against the craft form of organization denotes an advance in the understanding of the commodity nature oflabour power, but it does not by any means imply a knowledge of the necessity of the social revolution.
*
The OBU experiment did not, in Kavanagh's estimation, detract from a generalized political conception of the class struggle. "There can be no question of industrial vs. political," he concluded in the fall of 1919, "the two are complementary phases of the working class movement."
39 There was obviously no syndicalism in this socialism.
Kavanagh's influence was not restricted to the industrial arena during the steep upturn in class confrontation evident in 1919. The broad scope of his socialism, and his skill as an eloquent and entertaining proletarian orator, was also revealed to overflow audiences at the Sunday night propaganda meetings held by the SPC in Vancouver during 'the red year'. Kavanagh was a major attraction at these crowded events, variously setting forth sharp summations of the main principles of Marxist economics, the significance of Russian Bolshevism as "a social movement for the obliteration of class rule," the prospects for revolution in Germany, the pressing need for better education and organization among the working class, as well as numerous other subjects. Conversely, the Comintern insisted that its member parties wade into the proletarian movement wherever it was manifest, no matter how marginal or mundane these engagements might appear at first glance. Communists were expected to establish an independent presence in the unions, in municipal politics (repudiated by SPC orthodoxy as the preserve of the property-owning class), or wherever else the working class could be reached. Holding fast to standard SPC ideology and its seemingly 'Utopian' reading of "the Marxian philosophy," the main opponents of affiliation in Local No. 1 shared Harrington's view that "such activity would immediately involve us in a series of bitter struggles that would hamper and in the end nullify our educational work, which we believe is of the utmost importance."
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In contrast, Kavanagh and the SPC left wing moved beyond conceiving the role of a revolutionary party in purely educational terms. "If we, as a party, ever expect to attain political power on behalf of the working class, it is necessary that we be a disciplined organization," Kavanagh informed his SPC comrades somewhat cavalierly. He agreed that education was essential, but pointed out that the Marxist The Vancouver Trades and Labour Council also showed little inclination to respond seriously to increasing unemployment As the Depression deepened, its conservative bureaucracy fell back on racialist notions that job loss was the product of Asian immigration. Some members of the VTLC executive even played a leading role in the formation of an Asiatic Exclusion League in 1921. Socialist activists (in the minority, to be sure, yet certainly not conforming to claims that the BC labour movement of this era was overwhelmingly "racist") 57 countered that the cause of unemployment was to be found in the capitalist system, not in its immigration patterns. "Race hatred must be eliminated," Kavanagh repeatedly told Vancouver audiences, always stipulating that "the only way in which this question of unemployment could be solved was by intelligent working class action." 
Vancouver Socialists and the National Question
IT IS COMMON to assume that, in the end, fear of Russian domination was the key issue in defining the SPC position on Third International affiliation. 63 The discussion was a good deal more complicated, however, than this assumption allows. There were a whole series of broader political concerns wrapped up in the debate, none more significant in separating Kavanagh from die SPC traditionalists than "the national question."
The Second Congress of the Comintern concluded in 1920 that support for national liberation struggles against imperialist exploitation was a mandatory position for Communist Parties. The CI, led by Lenin, recognized that the character of national liberation movements often reflected the aspirations of a shackled, indigenous bourgeoisie, while also incorporating layers of the proletariat and peasantry in an anticolonial endeavour. Among the "plundered colonial peoples," however, an independent communist strategy of unconditional support for their anti-imperialist struggles offered a way of gathering the components of revolutionary parties while in the bargain prying apart the cracks in the international capitalist edifice. For the isolated Bolshevik government, it also was necessary "to pursue a views articulated most forcefully by Kavanagh. Still, ambiguities abounded in his assessment of the fight for national self-determination on other fronts. Where the national question mattered most was at home; during the period of Kavanagh's 18-year stay in Canada it was most crucial in relation to the province of Quebec and the culture of French Canada. Yet of this problematical Canadian issue he was at best dismissive. In the very early 1920s, when he considered Quebec nationalism most fully in his writings, Kavanagh situated the rising demand for FrenchCanadian autonomy in the context of an earlier experience. Quebec separatism was analogous, in Kavanagh's terms of reference, to the Boer independence movement in South Africa. "There is a vast difference," he argued in the Western Clarion in 1921, "between the Quebec and Boer secessionist movements and those in the other dependencies [he was referring to Ireland, Egypt and India]. There is no threat to vested interests in the above mentioned, whilst it is very much in evidence in the case of the revolting colonies."
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But by placing Quebec separatism in the same category as Afrikaner nationalism Kavanagh was departing, whether he realised it or not, from general application of the Comintern line on the national question. The theses adopted on the issue at the Second Congress of the CI, prepared by Lenin, emphasized the separation of "the oppressed, dependent nations which do not enjoy equal rights from the oppressing, exploiting, privileged nations." 73 In the Canadian historical setting, the Québécois had clearly been conquered militarily by the English, and francophone culture was subordinated systemically to the dominant anglophone culture. The Afrikaners of South Africa also lost their independent republics after being conquered by British imperialism; Kavanagh had witnessed the conquest first-hand. Yet Boer demands for national self-determination represented something very different from the aspirations of Quebec separatists. Unlike the Comintern's theoreticians, Kavanagh failed to make the key distinction between an "oppressing nationality" and an "oppressed nation." Afrikaner nationalism amounted to a claim on the right to use state power as a means of dominating the oppressed majority of black South Africans. In contrast, French-Canadian nationalism reflected a history of colonial subordination. 74 But broader debates among local communists on the Quebec situation still lay in the future. In 1921, in the months following the Sinn Fein defence action, the Vancouver revolutionary left splintered and regrouped around the program of Canadian communism, and Kavanagh's internationalist ideals were incorporated, after a shaky start, into a party premised on Bolshevik politics.
It was tough going in a milieu dominated by the resurgent trinity of Canadian class relations in the twenties -capital, the state, and conservative business unionism-and the first generation of Canadian communists was largely isolated in a hostile world. They were also unsure exactly where they were going. The Twenty-One Conditions spoke of the absolute necessity for "democratic centralism" to be the guiding principle of party organization everywhere, but understanding of this concept was far from widespread. Indeed, the basic text of Bolshevik party-building, Lenin's 1902 classic What Is To Be Done?, was not available in English translation until the end of the 1920s. 73 Early Canadian followers of the Third International were flying by the seat of their pants, so to speak, adapting to local conditions as best they could the hints or glimpses of Bolshevik theory and practice that came their way. In the beginning, this produced a strong tendency to mimic well-known aspects of the Russian precedent: to emphasize, for instance, the revolutionary purity of underground agitation, a tendency ironically corrected in the end by the Comintern itself.
The Communist Underground in Vancouver, 1921
THE SPARSE HISTORICAL ACCOUNTS of the beginnings of organized communism in British Columbia point to the setting up of a branch of the Workers Party of Canada in Vancouver in December 1921 as the first step. 76 The creation of a 'legal party' did indeed mark the opening of communist activity in the public domain. But, in fact, the communist movement arrived on the west coast fully six months earlier. The Communist Party of Canada was established in Vancouver in June 1921 as an underground organization, led initially by Jack Kavanagh.
The history of the communist underground in Vancouver in the second half of 1921 was distinguished by internal strife. Rifts among the West Coast's original communist cadres stemmed, in the main, from the new party's romantic infatuation with illegality. At its inception the CPC outlawed itself-the state did not ban it. In Vancouver "undergroundism," to apply Ian Angus's terminology 77 to a local context, undermined unity, and Kavanagh was at the centre of the controversy. His troubles began at the party's 'constituent convention.' was a half-way measure. In name alone it did not conform to the Comintern's admission requirements, which Kavanagh had upheld so staunchly. The two-party system posed a thorny credibility problem as far as he was concerned. He subsequently travelled to the inaugural national convention of the wpc, held in Toronto in February 1922, "with an original program calling for an open Communist Party with frank acceptance of the twenty-one points."* 4 Prior to the convention, Kavanagh and other western delegates caucused with the Communist Party leaders. The former SPC left-wingers "suspected that the Eastern delegates were working for a moderate, milk-and-watery program," and they pushed for open alignment with the Communist International. Kavanagh also "insisted upon declaring for the Dictatorship of the Working Class" as part of the WPC programme.
95 ("The necessity of teaching an acceptance of the principles of the 'Dictatorship', of training the workers to become habituated to the idea of its necessity, is one of the lessons learned from the Russian Revolution," he had written during the SPC debate on the Third International.) 96 For this stance in Toronto he "was called a Leftist by the same people" who had labelled him a 'centrist' at Guelph the year before. But after many long hours of heated discussion an accord was finally arrived at. The Workers Party would adopt the principle of proletarian dictatorship, while recognising "more or less openly the spiritual leadership of the Communist International" without formally seeking admission to it.
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The WPC paper, The Worker, enthused that it was an agreement which "indicated the coming together of East and West," a step toward national unity symbolized by Kavanagh's presence in the chair during convention proceedings. "Chairman Kavanagh's opening address," The Worker reported, "was significant of the changes that have swept into the minds of workers since the Russian Revolution and the establishment of a workers' republic. 'Kavanagh to Ihe ECCI of the Communist International, 12 January 1931'; Spector, "The Constituent Convention,' in Angus, Canadian Bolsheviks, 342. R.B. Russell, an OBU delegate to the WPC convention, learned "from conversation that although the Convention was slated to start Friday morning, that in reality most of the contentious matters had been dealt with at a preliminary conference held during the earlier part of the week, and at which ... only the influential delegates from the important centres were taken into conclave." Russell was unable to ascertain what had actually taken place, but he was "assured by the Western Delegates who were in attendance that the West had been able to force their viewpoint on the Eastern Delegates after a somewhat heated debate. uniting all militant elements in the unions, the party's sincerity could be questioned on the west coast where it alone controlled the foremost propaganda vehicle of the BC labour movement.
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Kavanagh was aware of the contradiction, and proposed a solution. The Federationist was deeply in debt so he recommended to the Comintern's PanAmerican Agency "that it be allowed to go into liquidation, and a new paper started." But other Vancouver WPC leaders, principally A.S. Wells, Federationist editor, and J.M. Clarke, the prominent trade unionist, took a different tack. In collusion with Tom Bell, a party official from central Canada who was on an organizing tour for the WPC in the west in early 1922, editor Wells "entered into an arrangement with the A.F. of L. officials whereby he would keep his job if the paper was given back."' 05 At least this was how it went according to Kavanagh. Although Wells later resigned from his post, by May 1922 negotiations were underway to return the weekly to the council of international unions.
By July, the VTLC was publishing the Federationist as its official organ, with Clarke of the Lumber Workers Union seated on the editorial committee. Kavanagh was incensed. The deal struck him as outright capitulation "to the reactionary Trade Union officialdom," a united front "from above" which only served to strengthen the conservative labour bureaucracy while further isolating militant unionists.
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Accompanied by a small group of supporters, including his close ally James Smith of the Carpenters Union, Kavanagh abandoned the WPC. It was a bitter break. He caustically denounced the manner in which "some members of the Workers Party gave the control of the Federationist into the hands of the reactionaries under the guise of tactics, and have camouflaged the morass of opportunism into which they have sunk with the cloak of a United Front."
107 Politically outraged and personally slighted, he remained aloof from Canadian communism for more than a year.
Once the dust settled, the Pan-American Agency of the Comintern reviewed the actions of the WPC/CPC leadership in the handling of the Federationist episode. The CI representative, a Lithuanian named Carl Jensen (Charles Scott) did not approve of the outcome. In particular he chastised Bell (who among others had clashed with Kavanagh during the legality debate at Guelph in 1921 and again over the two-party system in Toronto in 1922) with trying to score a personal victory over Kavanagh. Police agents reported that "Scott blames T.J. Bell for the whole situation at Vancouver. Bell aligned himself with Wells and Clarke to make a 129 He returned to the coast late in the year. In the remaining months of his participation in CPC affairs, Kavanagh engaged mainly in educational activity in Vancouver. He instructed the weekly study-class on Marxist economic theory in the party's Homer Street hall, and was the principal speaker at the regular propaganda meetings held in the Columbia Theatre, addressing subjects like "The Paris Commune," "Imperialism," and "Lenin's Works. "' 30 When Kavanagh left Vancouver for good in April 1925, it was for strictly personal reasons and did not represent any sort of political retreat from the communist movement. He linked up with the Communist Party of Australia (CPA) immediately after resettling in Sydney, New South Wales. He acted as its chairman for the remainder of the twenties and was appointed a candidate member of the Executive Committee of the Communist International in 1928. But his association with official Australian communism proved to be as contentious as his period in the Canadian movement had been. With the consolidation of Stalinist hegemony in the Third International well underway, Kavanagh was deposed as the Australian party chairman at the end of 1929, expelled from the CPA as a "right-deviationist" at the beginning of 1931, readmitted to the party after a half-hearted "selfcriticism," then expelled again as a "semi-Trotskyist" in 1934. SeeThe Worker, 13December 1924; LaborStatesman, 16 January 1925 ,23 January 1925 , 8 February 1925 ,20 March 1925 For the history of Kavanagh's role in the Australian left from 1925 to 1964, see my forthcoming PhD thesis titled, "A Capacity for Leadership: Jack Kavanagh and the Workers on the left in Australia, where he remained a militant activist in the workers movement until his death in 1964, was punctuated by political turmoil and continued a turbulent trend set in motion in Canada. In a period of demobilization and depression, die new revolutionary current, modelled in die early 1920s in ambiguous and uncertain ways upon die Bolshevik example, still endeavoured to make organizational gains, however marginal. The mobilizations of Vancouver jobless workers, for instance, established one terrain for communist intervention, and local activists also attempted to go "to die masses" by building links to die trade unions.
Conclusion

IN THE YEARS after
Revolutionaries like Kavanagh gradually staked out a minority space in die conventional trade union movement in die early twenties, completely rejecting the OBU experiment in die process. Intent on reconstructing a left-wing presence in the mainstream unions, die communist movement posed a radical, if restricted, critique of die numbing conservatism of a hegemonic labour bureaucracy. After its unnecessarily-secret beginnings, die CPC also related to a broader milieu of working-class politics in die early 1920s. In localized and often contradictory circumstances, first-generation CPC militants showed a willingness to support national liberation struggles in principle and practice, and to intervene in labourist formations like the CLP. By engaging actively in this shortlived 'united political front,' radical workerMovement in Canada and Australia, 1879-1964," History Department, Queen's University. His association with Australian communism has received some attention from historians there. See Frank Farrell, International Socialism and Australian Labour: The Left in Australia, 1919 -1939 (Sydney 1981 / wish to thank James Naylor, Allen Seager, Bryan Palmer and the anonymous Labour/Le Travail readers for providing valuable comments on earlier drafts of this paper. Many thanks also to the Ontario Graduate Scholarship programme for making the Australian end of the research for this project possible.
